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Research Article

Transfer learning on convolutional
activation feature as applied to a
building quality assessment robot

Lili Liu, Rui-Jun Yan, Varun Maruvanchery, Erdal Kayacan,
I-Ming Chen and Lee Kong Tiong

Abstract
We propose an automated postconstruction quality assessment robot system for crack, hollowness, and finishing defects
in light of a need to speed up the inspection work, a more reliable inspection report, as well as an objective through fully
automated inspection. Such an autonomous inspection system has a potential to cut labour cost significantly and achieve
better accuracy. In the proposed system, a transfer learning network is employed for visual defect detection; a region
proposal network is used for object region proposal, a deep learning network employed as feature extractor, and a linear
classifier with supervised learning as object classifier; moreover, active learning of top-N ranking region of interest is
undertaken for fine-tuning of the transfer learning on convolutional activation feature network. Extensive experiments are
validated in a construction quality assessment system room and constructed test bed. The results are promising in a way
that the novel proposed automated assessment method gives satisfactory results for crack, hollowness, and finishing
defects assessment. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first attempt to having an autonomous visual inspection
system for postconstruction quality assessment of building sector. We believe the proposed system is going to help to
pave the way towards fully autonomous postconstruction quality assessment systems in the future.
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Introduction

Recent advances in robotics, sensor technologies, as well as

exhaustive quality requirements of building sector inspire

researchers to perform the postconstruction quality inspection

of buildings automatically. An appropriate sensor system can

induce the postconstruction quality assessment task over a

large construction site semiautomatically. This study seeks

to develop an automated construction quality assessment

robot system (A-CONQUARS), as shown in Figure 1, which,

to the best of the authors’ knowledge, is the first attempt in this

area. The proposed A-CONQUARS is able to inspect crack,

hollowness, finishing defects, alignment, and evenness. It

consists of a mobile robot for mapping and localization, a

thermal camera with heater for hollowness detection, a color

camera for crack and finishing defects detection, and a 2-D

laser scanner and an inclinometer for alignment and evenness

detection. The whole system is integrated using LabVIEW

with related National Instruments (NI) modules, and a tablet

is used to generate A-CONQUARS report and remotely con-

trol the mobile robot. The A-CONQUARS report can also be
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used for the evaluation by assessor and provide a better under-

standing of defect location via the integration of building

information modeling (BIM). Because of space considera-

tions, this article focuses only on detection of crack, hollow-

ness, and finishing defects using a proposed transfer learning

(TL) network. All the three types of defects on the floors,

walls, ceilings, doors, windows, and roofs can be automati-

cally tracked using the proposed algorithm.

The contribution of this article is to propose a novel

algorithm for real-time postconstruction visual quality

assessment of buildings which is expected to improve the

accuracy and efficiency of the assessment. This approach is

named as transfer learning on convolutional activation fea-

tures (TLCAFs), because it employs faster region-based

convolutional neural networks (faster R-CNNs). The

novelties of this investigation are as follows:

(1) The TLCAF network is used to detect visual defects

such as crack, finishing defects, and hollowness.

(2) The proposed feature extraction approach achieves

higher detection accuracy and higher discriminant

power ( DP) compared to some benchmark

methods.1,2

(3) Assessment of hollowness underneath tiles of dif-

ferent materials is studied via thermal analyses.

The thermal images captured can be efficiently

analyzed by TLCAF to detect hollowness.

(4) A robotic platform, illustrating how control, sen-

sing, and actuation can be integrated to achieve an

intelligent quality assessment system, is designed

and presented.

The rest body of this article has the following sections:

in “Introduction” section, the TL based on faster R-CNN

methodology is introduced; experiments and results are

explained in “Experimental result” section. Finally,

“Discussion and future work” section presents conclusions

drawn from this study and some discussions on future

work.

Related work

Review on approaches for hollowness assessment

Postconstruction quality assessment is an integrated part of

any construction project which is currently carried out by

manual inspection. In the standard assessment procedure,

an assessor taps tiles or sweeps floor using a CONQUAS

rod (a steel rod attached to a wooden stick) to identify the

hollow-sounding tiles. Hollow space under tile can weaken

the tile and cause breaking. For automatic inspection, the

following techniques are used in literature review below. In

recent 20 years, advanced nondestructive testing (NDT)

technologies using radar, ultrasonic, and impact-echo have

been used for the assessment of concrete and masonry

structures. They are suitable for the detection and descrip-

tion of inhomogeneities in concrete and masonry structures

at depths between 5 and 100 cm. In the near surface region

between 0 and 10 cm, active infrared thermography (IRT)

is preferred.3 IRT is reliable for detection of construction

surface quality, since it is very sensitive to surface varia-

tions. Using IRT, unlike intact surfaces, a portion of surface

having a defect has discontinuities in temperature distribu-

tion. Using active IRT, in order to enhance thermal con-

trast, surface is heated up using an external heat source.

Maierhofer et al.3 used impulse thermography to detect the

hollowness under the tiles. Similarly, long-pulse exposure

IRT (LPT) in detecting surface flaws including cracks is

Figure 1. Automated construction quality assessment robot system.
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preferred.4,5 It is shown that the LPT is more appropriate

for bond integrity detection, because it provides a fast and

full-field measurement which is noncontact and easy for

interpretation. In 2013, Brown and Hamilton6 heated the

concrete samples using halogen lamps and used pulsed IRT

to observe the defect area via transient heat stimulation.

The thermogram is analyzed using normalization method

on the acquired temperature versus time history for each

pixel analyzed. Through the literature review above,

it reveals that active infrared radiation thermography tech-

nology is mature and ready to be integrated into robotic

systems for hollowness assessment of large complex com-

posite structures.

Most thermal NDT processing algorithms use pixel-

based temperature function. The efficiency of these algo-

rithms can be evaluated by classification for defect

recognition.7–10 For diagnosis of thermal defects, regions

of interest (ROIs) are selected by feature descriptions.

Various intelligent techniques, such as neural network

(NN),11,12 support vector machine (SVM),13,14 and neuro-

fuzzy algorithm,15 have been used for the classification. In

literature, the simplest approach to distinguish hot/cold

spot regions in the thermal image of a building is to use

statistical methods and morphological image processing

technique in conjunction with quantitative analyses on the

inspection results.16,17

Review on algorithms for crack detection

Manual visual assessment by human eyes is an effective

approach for building sector quality assessment. However,

it is subjective and depends on the experience and mental

focus of the assessor which is prone to human assessment

precision. The development of intelligent visual defect

assessment approach can overcome the aforementioned

shortcoming. In the study by Jahanshahi and Masri,2 the

crack segmentation parameters are adjusted in an adaptive

manner based on depth parameters, and the crack features

are extracted using linear discriminant analysis (LDA); a

performance of an SVM, a nearest-neighbor classifier, and

an NN are evaluated for classifying cracks from noncrack

patterns. This research led to the development of an auton-

omous crack quantification method using the obtained

crack map which can be applied for crack thickness detec-

tion. In the study by Nashat et al.,1 pyramid SVM after

Wilk’s λ analysis is used for biscuit’s crack inspection, and

the approach demonstrates the effectiveness of hough-

based features for crack detection. A crack inspection

approach for bridge deck using a robotic crack assessment

and mapping system is developed by Lim et al.,18 where

cracks are detected using Laplacian of Gaussian algo-

rithm,19 and the global crack map is obtained through

camera calibration and robot localization. Automatic

decision-making for defect recognition can be performed

by establishing a signal threshold or defining defect fea-

tures. Points of interest on the object can be extracted to

provide a feature description of the defects. The features

need to be trained to get improvements, but the features

themselves have no self-learning capability. NN can learn

crack features including subtle variations in signal evolu-

tion, but each class of testing defects needs particular train-

ing of the network.

Tools for R-CNN-based detection

Recent improvements in region proposal methods and

region-based convolutional NNs have contributed to object

detection area.20 Usually, region proposal network (RPN)

is adopted as external modules that are independent of

the detectors (e.g. selective search object detectors,21

R-CNN,20 and fast R-CNN22). Region proposal methods

include sliding windows methods (e.g. objectness in win-

dows23 and edge boxes24), grouping super-pixel methods

(e.g. multiscale combinatorial grouping (MCG)25, con-

strained parametric min-cut26, and selective search21),

metrics and in-depth analysis methods for Red Green

Blue-Depth (RGB-D) data,27 and regionlet for generic

object detection.

Convolutional layers with deep networks for object

detection can be applied to images of arbitrary size to yield

proportionally sized feature map. R-CNN uses selective

search’s faster mode; it is slow since it goes through a

ConvnNet forward pass for each object proposal without

sharing computation.20 Spatial pyramid pooling in deep

convolutional NNs (SPPnets)28 is developed to speed up

R-CNN by sharing computation for different convolutional

feature maps. It accelerates R-CNN by 10 to 100 times in

terms of test time. However, its training is a multistage

pipeline. Compared to SPPnets, fast R-CNN network takes

input as a whole image and a set of object proposals. It

overcomes the disadvantages of R-CNN and SPPnet and

is faster to train and test. Its training is single-stage by using

a multitask loss, and it has higher detection quality (mean

average precision).22 From region proposal module com-

parisons in Hosang et al.,29 edge box, selective search, and

MCG have good detection rate, and edge box shows the

best trade-off between proposal quality and speed. How-

ever, the region proposal step still spends a relatively long

time. Faster R-CNN merges RPN and fast R-CNN into a

unified network by sharing the convolutional features with

“attention” mechanisms, that is, RPN proposes the ROIs to

fast R-CNN detector for defect recognition. Faster

R-CNN30 employs signal time-scaled SVD to increase fea-

ture speed and region-based bounding box scanning

method to increase signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). It learns

features all along real-time object detection with RPN, but

it requires special training of the network. As a state of the

art detection network, faster R-CNN reduces the running

time and aims toward real-time object detection, and it

fulfills intelligent building quality assessment condition.

In addition, a new object detection method, named single

shot multiBox detector (SSD),31 was released by Google

Liu et al. 3



recently. It is the first deep network–based object detector

and yields improvement in trade-off between speed and

accuracy. SSD300 shows similar accuracy as faster R-

CNN in 8 layers network, and SSD500 provides better

performance than faster R-CNN in 16 layers network. This

work uses deep learning models as feature extracting tool

and carries out TLCAFs for visual defect detection of

building sector.

Methodology

TLCAF framework

Deep learning usually requires millions of training data. In

this study, only limited images are available for the tasks of

visual defect detection; hence, a TL approach is explored.

TL has the capability to recognize and apply knowledge

learned in previous domains/tasks to novel domains/

tasks,32 when source (previous) and target (novel)

domains/tasks have some commonality (e.g. overlapping

features).33 Feature-based TL approaches learn the trans-

formation by encoding application-specific knowledge

(e.g. deep learning). Some higher level task/domain-

specific features can help the target learning task even only

a few labeled data are given.

Vision’s deep learning’s hierarchical composition includes

pixels! edge! texton! motif ! part! object :

Considering visual defects including crack, finishing

defect, and hollowness has the commonality with source data

including some low-level sudden change (gradient decent) of

edge and/or texture. For higher level specific features of

visual defect, feature-based TL is applied for defects detec-

tion. The TLCAF network is proposed and illustrated in Fig-

ure 2. Four steps for TLCAF are depicted below:

(1) TLCAF from unlabeled data (faster R-CNN pre-

trained detection model).

(2) Represent visual defect by learned higher level

features.

(3) Train a model from the new representations of

visual defect with corresponding labels.

(4) Actively learn top-N ranking features for fine-

tuning.

After the model is trained to represent visual defect

features, the linear classifier (e.g. SVM/softmax) is

switched to test model for defect prediction. A nonmaxi-

mum suppression layer is went through for calculating the

defect score corresponding to the proposed bounding box

(bbox). Finally, top-N ranked defects’ bboxes are drawn on

the detected images.

Significant improvement in object recognition rate can

be achieved via fine-tuning34; therefore, this is performed

in step 4 for active TLCAF (A-TLCAF) learning.

TLCAF approach

Since the new data set of visual defect is small, faster

R-CNN’s network is transferred and used for feature

extraction. Faster R-CNN is developed based on RPN and

fast R-CNN detector. The RPN serves as the “attention”35

mechanisms of the unified network by reducing proposals to

top-N ranked proposal regions via objectness score; subse-

quently, RPN outputs these object regions to faster R-CNN

for recognition and defects detection. For an input of an image

of arbitrary size, RPN produces a set of rectangular region

proposals, and each proposal has an objectness score.30

Region proposals are parameterized relative to reference

boxes. In faster R-CNN, the region is a generic term and

only rectangular regions are considered. Objectness is com-

monly employed to quantify the probability of a set of

object classes.21,24,36 Caffe deep learning framework is

built and applied to eight layer Zeiler and Fergus model37

in this work. RPN module has two sibling output layers

which is referred to multitask loss mechanism in fast

R-CNN: one is a discrete objectness probability distribu-

tion (per ROI), and the other is bbox regression offsets.

The cells in different convolutional layers act as local

filters over the input space. Rectified linear unit (ReLU) is

used as an activation function after each convolutional

layer in place of the traditional sigmoid function, because

it is not necessary for hidden neurons to have bounded

values, and ReLU does not have gradient vanishing prob-

lem that exists for tanh and sigmoid functions. The normal-

ization layer (i.e. local contrast normalization) for local

response turns out to be useful when neurons with

unbounded activations like ReLU are employed. It per-

forms a kind of “lateral inhibition” by normalizing local

input regions, because it is able to detect high-frequency

features with a big neuron response, and meantime hamper

responses that are uniformly large in a local neighborhood.

It encourages “competition” for big activities among

nearby neuron groups. For subsampling, max pooling is

employed. The convolutional NNs are trained via back

propagation and stochastic gradient descent. Convolutional

proposal layer is shared by RPN and fast R-CNN. Another

two sibling layers are the objectness score layer and the

bbox regression layer of the proposals, and they are used to

select top-N ranking region proposals. After the two sibling

layers, data with the ROIs are passed to fast R-CNN object

detection network, where the data are processed by one

more time pooling to attain 4096 byte features, and two

more fully connected layers with dropout mechanism to

improve generalization. Dropout is a new technology to

prevent NNs from overfitting by blocking complex coadap-

tations on training data. It provides high efficiency for

model averaging with NNs. The 4096 byte/dimension fea-

tures for each proposal after fully connected layer 7 (fc7)

are extracted and built into a data set with labels, which is

sent to linear SVM for training and testing. After that, the

positive prediction result is combined with its bbox for
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defect detection. In addition, Zeiler and Fergus37 show con-

volutional layers and fully connected layers, and both con-

tribute to the decrease in classification error rates. That is the

reason why features from the output of fc7 are extracted in

this investigation. Meanwhile, the increase of filters in con-

volutional layers 3, 4, and 5 also yields improvement in

classification accuracy.37 Furthermore, the increase in data

set and/or further fine-tuning procedure for classification

continuously improve accuracy rate for object prediction,

rather than inheriting pretrained features.38

TLCAF uses the faster R-CNN network for feature

extraction and uses faster R-CNN’s detection model to

Figure 2. Active TLCAF network. TLCAF: transfer learning on convolutional activation feature.
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generate the data set for classification. The performance of

transferred features is evaluated using linear SVM.

The training and testing steps for the proposed TL

network on faster R-CNN are as follows:

Training steps follow faster R�CNN! extraction of

features ð4096 byte from fully connected layer ð fcÞ 7Þ
! linear classifier ð e :g : SVMÞ ! the trained model :

Testing steps are faster R�CNN! extraction of features

with regions presented by bbox in fc7! linear

classifier ð SVMÞ with pretrained model for prediction

! detection by established regression threshold :

One more fine-tuning process is required for active

learning of top-N ranking ROIs to improve recognition

rate. A larger “N” helps locate visual defect by more pre-

cise bboxes. Usually, “N ¼ 3” is sufficient for the machine

to learn the defect features. In this study, a large value of

“N,” that is, “N ¼ 20,” was employed to filter out the

ambient texture content combination and extract useful

features, such that the just right visual defect regions can

be identified. Figure 3 presents an example of the detection

results before the active learning, and Figure 4 shows the

results after the active learning. Comparison of the two

figures indicates significant improvement in accuracy for

defect detection achieved by the active learning.

Feature visualization

In Zeiler and Fergus,37 the visualization of features in dif-

ferent convolutional layers indicates that the first two

layers’ feature maps project low-level edges and simple

Figure 3. Top-N ranking ROI proposals (before active TLCAF
learning). ROI: region of interest; TLCAF: transfer learning on
convolutional activation feature.

Figure 4. Active TLCAF learning result. TLCAF: transfer learning
on convolutional activation feature.

Figure 5. Feature map of damages and jointing defects.

Figure 6. Feature map of finishing defects.
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patterns, and the feature maps of layers three and above

present high-level pattern combination. The crack and fin-

ishing defects result in sudden gradient decent on edge,

color, and/or texture, most of these features are low level

ones. Figure 5 shows the typical feature map of the first and

second convolutional layers for damages and jointing

defects. It demonstrates that the second convolutional layer

can filter out more noise and extract useful features.

Figure 6 presents some typical defects with their strongest

feature maps. In the experiment, horizontally flipping

images is used for data augmentation. It shows that the

filters inside faster R-CNN can extract the defect feature

information with high SNR.

Experimental result

Hollowness detection

A preliminary study to assess the performance of thermal

imaging cameras in hollowness detection is conducted

using an FLIR A310 infrared camera. Figure 7(a) shows

hollownesses detected under ceramic tiles for the indoor

thermal images. The ceramic tiles (without reflection) are

warmed up for 20 s using a 3 kW Quartz heater via periodic

excitation’s lock-in IRT method. As the heat conductivity

of the ceramic material is high, long-pulse exposure induce

nonuniform heating of ceramic tiles and lead to misinter-

pretation of the results. Hence, sliding window method is

employed to minimize the influence of nonuniform heat-

ing. In the thermogram, lighter cells indicate there is hol-

lowness beneath the cell, because these cells are less dense

with less thermal mass, and thus warmed up faster com-

pared to the solid filled and denser cells. The thermal image

obtained in the experiment demonstrates that thermal

response is effective for hollowness detection. Figure 7(c)

shows hollownesses and jointing defect detected under

granite floor in CONQUAS room after continuously heat-

ing up the tiles for 5 min. Figure 7(b) and (d) presents the

results of stronger feature map in the second layer of faster

R-CNN for classification.

To evaluate the limitation of thermal approach for light-

ing and reflection, it is tested for ceramic wall with reflec-

tion. Similar to ceramic tiles without reflection, hollowness

could be identified in the thermal image without heating up,

but clearer and more convincing results on hollowness size

and shape are available via heating up of the tiles. The

experiment results for reflected ceramic wall and granite

floor are presented in Figure 8. Figure 8(a) shows the ther-

mal image captured at room temperature (without heating

up)—the middle size round hollowness and the big long-

shape hollowness (diameter � 8 cm) can be observed, but

the third small hollowness, whose diameter is �5 cm and

considered as nonsignificant, is not obviously visible.

Figure 8(b) shows the results after heating up for 3 min—

a middle size round hollowness and a big oval hollowness

can be clearly observed with correct dimensions, the third

small hollowness can be observed, but it is not as clear as

the bigger ones. The third small hollowness is considered as

nonsignificant because of its small size. It can be seen from

these figures that the results with proposed methods are

quite promising.

In the second experiment, granite floor built in test bed

with hollowness under it is tested. A 3 kW Quartz heater

and LPT are utilized to continuously heat the tiles for 5

min, and the hollowness and bounding defects hidden

beneath the surface are captured in the thermal image, as

shown in Figure 8(c). Figure 8(d) displays the hollowness

defects with different sizes detected under granite floor

after heating up for 5 min. These results indicate that IRT

is a reliable tool for hollowness detection.

Classification and detection of defects

Color images are used for detection and assessment of

crack and finishing defects as these defects cannot be

observed through thermography.

Using the approach proposed in “Methodology” section,

the building visual defects are visualized in Figure 9 using

Principal Component Analysis (PCA). PCA performs

dimensionality reduction by projecting the whole training

on a subspace which maximizes the information of data.

However, the projection is not the best for classification in

this study; it mixes common features with defect features,

which results in a significant drop in accuracy. Therefore,

PCA is only employed to visualize the top three principal

components (PCs) of 2000 random observations, with objec-

tive to observe the separability of classes, as shown in Figure

9. In Figure 9, positive features are shown as yellow dots in

the 3-D space of the top three PCs, and blue dots represent

Figure 7. Hollowness feature map.

Liu et al. 7



the negative features. Histogram of PC 3 represents good

separability of classes between positive features and nonpo-

sitive features.

In this data set, 1041 features are extracted from 680

images with crack and finishing defects. These features are

used as positive set for visual defects of a building sector,

as crack and finishing defects share some common low-

level features, including sudden gradient change and

texture unevenness. Among the 1041 features, 80% of them

are randomly put into the training set, and the rest 20%, that

is, 201 features, are put into the testing set. For nonpositive

features, 49; 781 features are extracted from 610 indoor

images without building sector visual defects and

employed for the purpose; 80% of the features are ran-

domly put into the training set, and the rest 20%, that is,

9922 features, are put into the testing set. Twenty-five runs

are tested. In the experiment, balanced F1 measure

(F score) is employed for representing the harmonic mean

of precision and recall (it ranges from 0% to 100%), higher

F score means better performance. The best model

achieved 99:99% accuracy rate, with F score of 99:76%.

The mean accuracy rate of the 25 randomly trained TLCAF

models is 99:62% + 0:33%, and the mean F score is

91:64% + 6:49%.

The success measure is defined below where tp is true

positive, fp stands for false positive, fn represents false

negative, and tn shows true negative

Accuracy ¼ tpþ tn

tpþ fpþ fnþ tn
(1)

“Accuracy” is the most popular measure in machine

learning field, especially for deep learning. Nevertheless,

it does not discriminate between the numbers of correct

labels for different classes. On the contrary, sensitivity and

Figure 8. Thermal images of hollowness. (a) Ceramic tiles with reflection (room temperature), (b) ceramic tiles with reflection
(heat up 3 min), (c) granite floor with hollowness and bounding defects (heat up 5 min), and (d) granite floor—with three
hollowness (heat up 5 min).
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specificity provide measures that separately evaluate the

performance of a classifier for different classes. Sensitivity

represents the true positive ratio and specificity shows the

true negative proportion39

Sensitivity ¼ tp

tpþ fn
(2)

Specificity ¼ tn

fpþ tn
(3)

In the balanced F1 measure, precision is defined as the

percentage of true positives to all predicted positives, and

sensitivity is defined as the rate of true positives to all

actual positives

Precision ¼ tp

tpþ fp
; recall ¼ sensitivity ¼ tp

tpþ fn
(4)

The F1 score is expressed by

F score ¼ 2� precision� recall

ð precisionþ recallÞ ¼
2� tp

2� tpþ fpþ fn
(5)

The values of F score listed in Table 1 demonstrate that

the proposed network yields high F score. Moreover, an

additional performance measure is employed, that is,

the DP.

Youden’s index γ is employed to evaluate the capability

of the algorithm to avoid failure, and it equally weights the

performance on positive and negative observations39

γ ¼ sensitivity� ð1� specificityÞ (6)

A higher positive likelihood �þ means better perfor-

mance on positive class, and a lower negative likelihood

�� indicates better performance on negative class

�þ ¼ sensitivity=ð1� specificityÞ (7)

�� ¼ ð1� sensitivityÞ= specificity (8)

DP evaluates the performance of an algorithm in dis-

criminating between negative and positive samples, and it

is usually used in machine learning for feature selection.

For an algorithm, it is a poor discriminant if DP <1, a

limited one if DP <2, a fair one for DP < 3, and a good

one in other cases39

DP ¼
ffiffiffi

3
p

p
� ð log X þ log Y Þ (9)

X ¼ sensitivity

1� sensitivity
; Y ¼ specificity

1� specificity
(10)

In the study by Jahanshahi and Masri,2 the crack

segmentation parameters are adjusted in an adaptive

manner based on depth parameters, and the crack fea-

tures are extracted using LDA. The performance of an

SVM, a nearest-neighbor classifier, and an NN is eval-

uated for classifying cracks from noncrack patterns. This

led to the development of an autonomous crack quanti-

fication approach using the obtained crack map, which

can be applied for detection of crack thickness. In the

study by Nashat et al.,1 pyramid SVM after Wilk’s λ
analysis is used for crack inspection of biscuits, and the

Table 1. F-measure of building sector’s visual defects classification.

TLCAF Accuracy (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) Precision (%) F_score (%)

The best model 99.99 99.51 100 100 99.76
Mean of the 25 randomly 99.62 + 0.33 96.79 + 2.55 99.68 + 0.35 87.76 + 11.13 91.64 + 6.49
Trained TLCAF models

TLCAF: transfer learning on convolutional activation feature.

Table 2. Compare of the classifier’s abilities by the new measure.

Classifier for crack detection
Sensitivity Specificity

Avoidance of
failure

Confirmation
of classes for

positives

Confirmation
of classes for

negatives DP

(%) (%) γ Level �þ Level �� Level DP Level

TLCAF (with
finishing defects)

Best 99.51 100 0.9951 Superior þInfinity Superior 0.0049 Superior þInfinity Good
Mean 96.79 99.68 0.9647 Superior 302.47 Superior 0.0322 Superior 2.19 Fair

Wilk’s λ analysis þ
pyramid SVM1

96 98 0.94 Middle-
level

48 Middle-
level

0.0408 Middle-
level

1.69 Limited

Adaptive crack
detection2

LDA þ NN 84.1 74.5 0.586 Inferior 3.3 Inferior 0.213 Inferior 0.66 Poor
LDA þ SVM 84.1 72 0.561 Inferior 3 Inferior 0.2208 Inferior 0.63 Poor

DP: discriminant power; TLCAF: transfer learning on convolutional activation feature; SVM: support vector machine; LDA: linear discriminant analysis;
NN: neural network.

Liu et al. 9



effectiveness of Hough-based features for crack detec-

tion is demonstrated.

The capabilities of different approaches for crack clas-

sification are compared in Table 2. The proposed TLCAF

network (RPN þ SVM) yields the highest values for γ,

indicating that it is the best in avoiding failure when com-

pared to other crack detection approaches. The higher �þ
and lower �� of the TLCAF network prove that it provides

superior performance for confirmation of both positive and

negative observations. The DP values indicate the good

performance of the TLCAF model, with the random trained

TLCAF model a fair discriminant, and the best TLCAF

model a good discriminant. In contrast, Wilk’s γ analysis

þ pyramid SVM method yields limited DP, and adaptive

crack detection methods using LDA þ NN/SVM only pro-

vide poor DP.

Figure 10 illustrates the defect detection results after

integrating RPN and TLCAF; 53 positive images and 166

nonpositive images are tested, and it yields 93.15% accu-

racy and 98.09% specificity. The balanced 80.65% sensi-

tivity is acceptable to provide more false positive images

than lose important true positive images. Note that these are

the results before fine-tuning. After fine-tuning, obvious

improvement in accuracy is achieved—there are 15 images

that cannot be recognized by TLCAF; all these images are

well recognized and detected after applying the A-TLCAF

active learning process.

Discussion and future work

The active TL network proposed in this study for defect

detection uses RPN for ROI proposal, deep learning net-

work for feature extraction, and linear classifier with

supervised learning as object prediction. Moreover,

“active transfer learning of top-N ranking regions of inter-

est” is incorporated for fine-tuning of the proposed TL

network, and it aims to improve the recognition rate of

visual defects. It is discovered that the pretrained convo-

lutional feature maps produce excellent results, and the

use of fine-tuning further increases the accuracy rate of

defect detection. The good agreement between experi-

mental results and theoretical values demonstrates that the

A-TLCAF network can help improve the system’s intel-

ligence level.

Autonomous postconstruction quality assessment is a

promising research topic. Current visual assessment of

crack and finishing defects for building sectors by

human inspectors is highly qualitative and subjective,

and the sampling method might miss some area with

defects. This leads to imperative need for developing

autonomous approaches for building sector inspection.

In this study, a novel TLCAF damage/defect detection

approach is developed. It is based on an active TL net-

work where deep learning network is used for detection

and verification of visual defects, including hollowness,

crack, and finishing defects. The capabilities and limita-

tions of the approach are elaborated throughout experi-

ments. Compared with manual assessment, the proposed

approach yields higher accuracy and better efficiency for

building inspection, and it is also appropriate for inte-

gration with fully autonomous and/or semiautonomous

mobile robot systems. Moreover, the proposed network

can also be employed to extract and train the features of

hollowness defects. This requires tests on more samples

to build data set and verify during on-site test.

As a part of future work, BIM will be integrated into the

proposed network to show the exact defect location based

on the accurate localization and mapping information pro-

vided by the mobile robot and the sensors. To the best of the

authors’ knowledge, this study is the first attempt toward

developing an autonomous inspection system for defect

detection for building sectors. The findings of this investi-

gation provide new insights into this area and lead to an

encouraging future research.

Figure 10. Detection result.
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